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C
by (4-1). Finally

and so IP^CMaxlaJ f l J l i \w <CMax|<rw(fl)|,

f P£d0 g G f Max o-^tf) <Z6> ̂  O, (4-5)

again by (4-1). Finally, (9) follows from (4-2)-(4-5).
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Preface. In order to make this paper intelligible to the reader, I repeat the following
definitions and results from my paper 'On lattice points in star domains', which is to appear in
the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society.

A finite star domain K in the (x, y) -plane is a bounded closed point set such that
(1) the origin O = (0, 0) is an inner point of K;
(2) K is symmetrical in O;
(3) the boundary L of K is a Jordan curve;
(4) every radius vector from O intersects L in just one point.
The set K is called an infinite star domain, if for every r > 0 the subset of its points (x, y) with

x3 + y2^r2 forms a finite star domain.
The lattice
(A) x = ah + fik, y=yh + Sk (h, k = 0, + 1, ±2,. . .) ,

of determinant d(A) = | a.8—fly \,

is called K-admissible, if O is the only inner point of K contained in A. The lower bound A(K)
of d(A) extended over all if-admissible lattices is positive. There exist critical lattices of K, i.e.
X-admissible lattices such that d(A) = A(K).

For finite star domains, the following results hold.
A critical lattice has at least four points on L; if it has only four such points, then it is called

singvlar. If + Px and + P2 are the four points of a singular lattice on L, then the sides of the
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parallelogram with vertices at ±PX± P 2 are tac-linea of £ at ± Pj and + P a (a tac-line at a point
P of L is a line through P such that all points of K sufficiently near to P lie on one side of the line).

If Pu Pa are two independent points of a ^-admissible lattice A such that the line segment
joining them consists only of inner points of K, then Px, P2 form a basis of A.

As usual, when P x = (xv yt) and P% = (xt, yt) are any two points, and u and v any two real
numbers, then uPt+vPa denotes the point

MPJ+vPa = (MS^ + vxz, uy1+vyt),

and (Plf P2) is the determinant (Px, P8) = x1ya—xiy1.

A well-known, theorem of Hurwitz states that if K' is the infinite star domain

then A(K') = ̂ 5.
I prove in the first part of this paper that the finite star domain

which is contained in K', has the same minimum determinant!

(A) MK) = V5-
Moreover, I also show that K is a minimum subset of K' with A (K) = ^5, i.e. that,
if H # K is any star domain contained in iT, then

In the second part, I apply (A) to find an asymptotic formula for the minimum deter-
minant A(G) of the domain

(G) \x\'+\y\'^l,
where a is a small positive number which tends to zero. This domain was first studied
by Mordell when a < l ; he succeeded in obtaining the exact value of A(G) for all
a with 1 >a ^ 0-33 approximately. But for smaller values of a, the critical lattices take
different forms according to the intervals in which a lies, and then the problem becomes
far more difficult. It is interesting that A (G) has a simple asymptotic formula, namely

I further apply (A) to find an asymptotic formula for the minimum of a positive
definite binary quartic form f(x, y) for integral x, y not both zero, when the discriminant
off(x, y) is given and the absolute invariant tends to infinity.

Another application of (A) is made in a separate note 'On lattice points in infinite
star domains', which is to appear in the Journal of the London Mathematical Society.
I show that critical lattices of an infinite star domain need not have any points on the
boundary of this domain.

Let K be the domain |a;y|^l, |a; + y | ^ ^/5.
The boundary L of K consists of

(1) the arc Lx ofxy— 1 between the two points
_

\ ) 2"l 2
both points included;

t Hurwitz's theorem A(K') = AJ5 follows easily from (.4). Moreover (A) leads to a simple
algorithm for finding any number of points of A in K', if j
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(2) the line segment L2 connecting P2 and 2P2 —Pl3 both points excluded;
(3) the arc L3 of xy = — 1 between 2P2 —Px and PZ—2P1, both points included;
(4) the line segment L4 connecting P2 — 2P1 and — Plt both points excluded;
(5) the arcs and line segments — Lx, — L2, — L3, — £ 4 symmetrical to Llt L2, Lz, Li

in the origin 0 = (0,0).
Our aim is to prove the following theorems.

2Pi-P2

Pi-2P2

THEOREM 1. A(K) = ^/5; i.e. every lattice

(A) x = ah+fik, y = yh + 8k (h,k = 0, + 1, ±2,. . .)

of determinant d(A) — \a.8—f}y\^j5

contains at least one point of K different from 0; but lattices of greater determinant need
not have this property.

THEOREM 2. The domain K has the following critical lattices and no further ones.

(1) The lattice Ao generated by the two points Px and Pz; it has ten points on L, namely
±Plt ±P2, ± (2P a - l i ) , ±(P2-P1), ±(P2-2P1).

(2) The lattices At generated by an arbitrary point Q2 on L2 and by the point P^—P^,
it has six points on L, namely ± Q2, ± (P2 — Px), ± (2P2 — 2PX — Q2).
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(3) The lattices A2 generated by an arbitrary point Qx on Lx and by that point Q'3 on L3

for which also Qx + Q3 is a point on L3; it has six points on L, namely ± Qlt ± Q'3,

THEOREM 3. / / the star domain H is contained in K, but is not identical with K, then

Proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2

Denote from now on by A an arbitrary critical lattice of K. The existence of the
^-admissible lattices Ao, Ax, A% of determinant /̂5 shows that necessarily d(A) < ^5.

We distinguish the following three cases:
(a) A contains points of both L2 and Lx\
(6) A contains points of at most one of the two line segments L2 and L4;
(c) no point of A lies on either L2 or L4.

There is no need to mention here possible lattice points on Lx and L3.
Before discussing these different cases, we make the obvious remark that each line

segment L2 and Lt can contain at most one point of A. For if there were two points on
one of them, then the difference point would clearly be an inner point of the line
segment connecting P2 — P1 with P1-P2, and so it would be an inner point of K,
contrary to hypothesis.

Case a

Denote by Q2 = (x2, y2) the point of A on L2, by Qt = (x4, yA) the point on L±. The
line L2 clearly is not parallel to the line through 0 and Qt, nor is the line L4 parallel to
the line through 0 and Q2. Hence A cannot be a singular lattice, and so has at least one
further point on either Lx or L3; it may even have points on both arcs. We distinguish
now two cases, according as A has, or has not, a point on L3.

Subcase a, I. A has a point Qs = (x3, y3) on L3, and possibly further points on Lx or L3.
Evidently K and L are transformed into themselves by the reflexion
(T) x->-y, y->-x

in the line x + y = 0. We may therefore assume without loss of generality that Q3 lies
on that arc L'3 of L3 for which x + y ^ 0. Now the tangent to xy = 1 at Px intersects
xy = — 1 at the point

say. For the tangent at Px is x v
- + ^- = 2,

and clearly contains .PW, which also lies on xy = — 1.
Similarly, the tangent to xy = 1 at — P2 intersects xy = — 1 at

as follows on applying the reflexion T in x + y = 0.
Denote by Lf that closed arc of L'3 which is bounded by the two points P2 — Px and

PW. Then Q3 must lie on L$. For otherwise Q3 lies on the part of L'3 between P® and
2P2 — Plt and so evidently
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On the other hand, since Q2 lies on L2> x2 + y2 = ^/5. Hence the coordinates of Q% — Q3,
(£> V) say, satisfy the inequality

But this inequality leads to a contradiction. For both Q2 and Q3 are points of the
triangle with vertices at P2, 2P2 — Pv P2 — Px; and Q2, but not Q3, lies on the basis side
x + y = ^5 of this isosceles triangle. Hence, by the translation which adds Px — P2 to
every point of the plane, Q2 — Qs is a point different from ±(P1 — P2) of the larger
quadrilateral cut off by the line x + y = /̂2 from the quadrilateral with vertices at
Px — .P2, Plf P2, P2 — Px. I t therefore is an inner point of K, since, for all points of L,

Since Q3 lies on L%, both Q2, Q3 and also Q3, Q4 form a basis of A. For the line
segments joining any point on L* with any point on — L2 or on — Li consist only of
inner points of K, except for their end points; the assertion is therefore immediate
(see the preface).

Hence there are positive integers u2, v2, uit vt such that

and so obviously u4 = v2 = 1; and therefore

Q* = {Q*+Qi)Ig,
where g = u2 = v4 is a positive integer. This integer cannot be greater than 2. For both
Q2 and Q4 lie below the line y — x = 3 through 2P2 — Px and P2~2P1; hence Q3, a point
on the radius vector from 0 through P2 — Pv lies below the line

If now gr> 3, then this means that y3 — x3< 2; hence Q3 is an inner point of the line
segment from 0 to P2 — Pv i.e. an inner point of K, contrary to hypothesis.

If, next, g = 1, then Q3 = Q2+ ©4, and so also Q% and Q4 form a basis of A. But it is
clear from the figure that

Q Q P P j
and so A is not critical.

If, lastly, g — 2, then Q3 = £(Q2 + $4) u e s o n t n e radius vector from 0 through
P2 — Px, it must therefore be the point P2-Px- Then (Q2, Q4) becomes independent of
the positions of Q2 and Q4, in fact

Hence always d(A) = i(Q2, Q4) = V5,

and /I is a lattice of the type Av

Subcase a, 2. A has no points on L3, but has a point Qx = (xlt yx) on Lv and possibly
further points on Lx.

By an earlier remark, A possesses just one point Q2 = (%& y2) on L2 and just one point
Qi = (xt, y4) on L4. If A has two points Qlt Q[ on L1; then Qx — Q[ is clearly an inner
point of K, except when these two points lie at Px and P2, respectively, and then A = Ao.

Let us therefore assume from now on that Qx on Llt Q2 on L2, Q4 on Lt, and the
symmetrical points — Qlt — Q2, — Qit are the only points of A on L. There is no restrict
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tion in assuming further that Qx lies on that arc L\ of Lx which is bounded by the
two points (1,1) and P2; for otherwise it suffices to apply the reflexion

(-T) x->y, y^x,
in order to change A into a new lattice — TA of this type.

We then show that no such lattice can be critical. Let R be a lattice point which,
together with <24, forms a basis of A. Then, for integral g and h = + 1, another basis is
given by Qt and S = gQ± + hR. If now g and h are chosen suitably, then 8 is an inner
point of the angle (— <24) OQX. For we may take the sign in h = + 1 so that hR lies
above the line through O and Qit and then choose g so that 8 = gQt + hR lies to the
right of the line through O and Qx.

Hence Qx = u1Qi + v1 8, Q2 = u2Qt + v2 8,
where ux, vx, u2, v2 are 'positive integers. Let e > 0 be a sufficiently small number, and
denote by A* the lattice generated by the two points

Qt = Q» S* = S-eQi.
The new lattice has the same determinant as A, since

It has, however, only the two points ± QX on L, and contains no inner points of K
different from 0, since to ± Qx> ± Q2 there correspond in A* the new points

i-e. ± Qi = ± (Qx-vx 6Qt), ±Qt = ± (Q%-vteQt),
which clearly lie outside K, since the terms — vxeQit —v2eQt imply a translation to
the right. But a lattice with only two points on L cannot be critical.

Case b

The affine transformation of determinant unity

(Qt) x' = tx, y' = ly («>0)

leaves invariant any hyperbola xy = const., and hence transforms
all points on ± L2 into points outside Ki£t<\,
all points on ± Lt into points outside Kift>l.

Hence if the critical lattice A has points on L2, but not on Lit then QtA is a critical
lattice with no points on either L2 or L4, if t < 1 and t is sufficiently near to 1. The same
is true when A has points on L4 but not on L2, if we take t > 1 and sufficiently near to 1.
Hence every critical lattice of the present case is derivable from one of the next case
by a transformation Qt with t > 0.

Case c

Let A be a critical lattice with points on one or both of + Lx and ± L3. If the lattice
has points only on + Lx, then the affine transformation

x' + y' = t(x+y), x' - y' = t~*{x - y)
of determinant 1 changes A into a isT-admissible lattice provided that t > 1 and that
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11 — 11 is sufficiently small; this lattice will have no points on L, since distances parallel
to x = y are increased. If the lattice has points only on + L3, then the same trans-
formation changes A into a ^-admissible lattice without points on L, if now t < 1
and 1t — 11 is sufficiently small. Hence a contradiction is obtained in both cases, and
so A contains at least one point Qx = (a ,̂ yx) on Lv and at least one point Q3 = (x3, y3)
onL3.

The lattice A cannot be singular. For suppose, first, that Qx is not an end-point of Lv

Then, by the general property of singular lattices, the tangent to xy = 1 at Qx must
be parallel to OQ3. Hence 1 v 1

• " I %z •&%

and, since evidently x1 is positive and x3 negative, x3 = — xv y3 = yv Therefore, if
x1^l,thenQ1 + Q3 = (0,2/^) is an inner point of X, and if ̂ ^ l . t h e n ^ — Q3 = (2^,0)
is an inner point of K; for (0,2) and (2,0) are inner points of K, and so also are all
points of the line segments connecting them with 0.

If, secondly, Qx lies at Px or P2, and Q3 is an inner point of Lz, then the tangent to
xy = — 1 at Q3 must be parallel to 0Qv Hence, as before, x3 = —xx, y3 = y1% and so
Qi + Qz f°r xi ^ 1) o r Q\ — Qz f°r ^ < I, is an inner point of K.

Finally, it is not possible that Qt should be an end-point of Lv and Q3 an end-point
of L3. For then either A would be identical with Ao and so possess ten points on L; or
it would be a sublattice of Ao, and so be of determinant greater than ^/5.

We conclude then that, since A is not singular, it has at least one further point
different from Qx and Q3 on either Lt or L3.

If this further point lies on Lv then the lattice has two points on Lv and so, as in
subcase a, 2, A = Ao.

We assume therefore from now on that this further point, say Q'3 = (x'3, y3), lies on
L3, so that A has one point Qx on Lx and two points Q3 and Q'3 on L3. This does not
exclude the possibility that L3 contains further lattice points different from Q3 and Q's.

Let the notation from now on be such that Qx, Q3, Q'3 follow on L in this order in the
positive direction. We distinguish then two cases according as Q3, Q3 do, or do not,
form a basis of A.

Svbcase c, 1: Q3 and Q'3form a basis of A.
Evidently, for all points of L3,

2<?/-a;<3,
with y — x assuming its minimum at P2 — Px and its maximum at 2P2 — Px and P2 — 2PX.
Hence, in particular,

Write Q3—Q'3 = Qo = (xOlyo). Then by the last inequalities, —l^yo — xo^l. Further,
the end-points Plf P2 of Lt lie on the lines y — x= ±1, and so — l^y — x^l for all
points of Lv Hence, since Qo cannot be an inner point of K, it lies either on or outside
the hyperbola xy = 1, and so

*o2/o = (x3-x'3)(y3-y'3)^l.
Since Q3 and Q'3 are points of the hyperbola xy = — 1, this inequality can be written as
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with the equality sign only if Qo — Q3—Q'a lies on Lv that is, if Q3— Q'3 = Qlt since
Q% is the only lattice point on Lx.

Since Q3, Q3 form a basis of A,

d(A) = (Q3, Q'3) = x3y'3-x'3y3 = ^ - § ,
3 3

and so, by the identity I — —7) = (-7 + —I —4,
V-frj x 3 / \a;3 # 3 /

we finally get d(A) ^ ̂ (32 — 4) = ^/5.

Here the equality sign holds, as already mentioned, only if Qt = Q3 — Q'3, and then A
is a lattice of the type A2.

Subcase c, 2. Q3 and Q3 do not form a basis of A.
This implies (see the preface) that the line joining — Q3 with Q3 meets the arc Lt in at

least one real point.
Assume that the positive integer n is defined by

(£3. Q'z) = nd(A).

By our hypothesis, this integer cannot be less than 2; we now show that it cannot be
greater than 3.

The entire square \x + y\^2, \x — y\^2

of area 8 belongs to K; hence by Minkowski's theorem on linear forms,

and therefore (Q3, Q3) = nd(A) ̂  nA(K) > In.

On the other hand, it is evident that (Q3, Q'3) assumes its maximum when

and then (Q3, Q'3) = (2P2-Plt P2 - 2PX) =

Hence 2n^3j5, m<fN/5<4, n^B,

as asserted.
Let, first, n = 3. Then by Minkowski'a method of adaptation of lattices, there exists

a lattice point of the form R = %(Q3-gQ3) = (£, v),

say, in the parallelogram 0, — Q3, Q3 — Q3, Q3, here g = 0, 1, or 2. The first possibility
g = 0 can be excluded at once, since all inner points of the line segment 0Q3 are inner
points of K.

Also the second possibility g = 1 leads to a contradiction. For

Hence £+77 ̂ 1(^5+^5) < 2,

and so R would again be an inner point of K.
Hence we must suppose that g = 2, so that both of

are lattice points. These two points R, S lie on the line segment joining — Q3 with Q3

and divide this segment into three equal parts. I t is clear that, for all points of this
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line segment, x+y < .J5, since this inequality is satisfied by both — Q'3 and Q3. Hence
R and S lie either on or outside the hyperbola xy = 1, and so

or -7 + — :

Therefore d{A) = \(Q3, Q'z) = \
s 3 a

with equality only if R and S lie on Lx; then they must be at i \ and P2 respectively,
and A becomes the lattice Ao.

Finally, let n = 2. Obviously the centre

say, of the parallelogram O, — Qs, Q3 — Q3> Q3 is a lattice point. Then for this point,
as in the last case, ^+1/4^5, and so this centre must lie on or outside the hyperbola
xy = 1. Hence z —x' y —y' x —x' —x~1 + x'~l

O I x' +

s3

Therefore d(A) = UQ3, Q3) = ^
2 x3

which means that a lattice of this kind cannot be critical.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1, namely, that A(K) = ^/5. In order to obtain

also the proof of Theorem 2, i.e. of case b, it suffices to show that the critical lattices
Ao, A2, as obtained in case c, are changed by every transformation Qt into new lattices
which are still ^-admissible, and so are critical because their determinant is still ^/5.

Let then Qx = {xv y±) on Llt and Q3 = (x3, y3) and Q'3 = (x'3, y'3) on Lz be lattice points
of Ao or A2 such that Q3 = Qx + Q'3. Then Qv Q'3 form a basis, and every lattice point is
given by Q _ UQI _̂ VQ>^ _ ^.^ + vx'^ ux-i _ vx'^1) = (a;, y),
say, where u, v = 0, ± 1 , +2, Since Q3 lies on an/ = — 1,

and so, for all lattice points Q,
tu v\

Xy = (UXi + VX3) I ; I = U — UV — V .
\Si X3]

Therefore | xy \ > 1 for all lattice points different from 0. Since a transformation Qt

does not change the value of xy, Theorem 2 is proved. We see, moreover, that there are
no critical lattices in case 6, since then A would contain a point on L2 or Lit and for
such a point | xy \ < 1, contrary to what has just been proved.

Proof of Theorem 3
Since H is contained in, but different from K, there is at least one point R on the

boundary L of K which lies outside H. Since the boundary of K is a Jordan curve,
not only R, but also a small arc of L containing R, lies outside H. We may therefore
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assume that R is different from the ten points ±Plt ±P2, ±(2P2 — P1), ±(P2-P1),
± (P2 — 2Pj) ofA0 on L; for otherwise we may replace R by a neighbouring point on L
having this property and lying outside H.

By Theorem 2, there exists a critical lattice A of K which contains the point Ron L.
This lattice is also H-admissible. It is, however, not a critical lattice of H. For A
contains six points on the boundary L of K, and so at most four points on the boundary
of H; and so A would be a singular lattice of H. Then the tac-line conditions (see the
preface) must be satisfied by the four points on the boundary of H. These four points
lie also on the boundary of K, and we have shown in the proof of Theorem 1 that the
tac-line conditions never hold for points on the boundary of K. Hence A is not a
critical lattice of H, and so there exist critical lattices of smaller determinant than
A (K), as was to be proved.

I wish to express my thanks to Prof. Mordell and Prof. Hardy for their help with
the manuscript.
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I. LATTICE POINTS IN THE DOMAIN | X \a +1 y | a < 1

THEOREM 4. Let G be the star domain

\x\a+\y\**kh
where a > 0. Then, when a tends to zero,

Proof. The linear substitution
x = 2-V*X, y = 2-V«y

changes G into the similar domain
(G') |Z|«+

and so A(G) = 2-
Now | X |« +1 Y |« = c^osi^i + e*11*! ̂  = 2+alog 1171 +p{X, Y),
where, by the mean value theorem of the differential calculus,

p(X, Y) = ^ { ^ ^ - ^ ( l o g l X I ^ + e^fcsi^Oogl F|)2}
with 0 < 6 < 1. Hence, for all points on the boundary of G',

log | XY | = - P ( Z > Y\ i.e. 1171 = e-**™< 1.


